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Cell-based therapies using neural stem cells (NSCs) have shown positive outcomes in various models of neu-
rological injury and disease. Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) address many problems associated with
NSCs from various sources, including the immune response and cell availability. However, due to inherent
differences between embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and iPSCs, detailed characterization of the iPS-derived NSCs
will be required before translational experiments can be performed. Murine piggyBac transposon iPSCs were
clonally expanded in floating sphere colonies to generate primitive NSCs initially with serum-free media (SFM)
containing the leukemia inhibitory factor and followed by SFM with the fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF2) to
form colonies of definitive NSCs (dNSCs). Primitive and definitive clonally derived neurospheres were suc-
cessfully generated using the default conditions from iPSCs and ESCs. However, the iPSC-dNSCs expressed
significantly higher levels of pluripotency and nonectoderm lineage genes compared to equivalent ESC-dNSCs.
The addition of the bone morphogenetic proteins antagonist, Noggin, to the media significantly increased
primary neurosphere generation from the iPSC lines, but did not affect the dNSC sphere colonies generated. The
induction of the NOTCH pathway by the Delta-like ligand 4 (DLL4) improved the generation and quality of
dNSCs, as demonstrated by a reduction in pluripotency and nonectodermal markers, while maintaining NSC-
specific gene expression. The iPS-dNSCs ( + DLL4) showed functional neural differentiation by im-
muncytochemical staining and electrophysiology. This study suggests the intrinsic differences between ESCs
and iPSCs in their ability to acquire a dNSC fate that can be overcome by inducing the NOTCH pathway.

Introduction

Neurotrauma, including brain and spinal cord injury
(SCI), is a significant cause of mortality and neurological

morbidity. Despite advances in medical and surgical care,
there are limited treatments for many neuropathological in-
dications, specifically in conditions resulting from loss of cells
or cellular functions, such as SCI or Parkinson’s. The re-
placement of neural cells lost by injury, autoimmune, or other
pathological mechanisms has tremendous promise to treat
these neurological insults [1]. Embryonic stem cell (ESC)-
derived and adult-derived neural stem cells (NSCs) have been
shown to be an effective treatment for a number of neuro-

logical insults, including SCI [2–4], Parkinson’s [5], multiple
sclerosis [6], and spinal muscular atrophy [7].

Despite positive preclinical results for these cells, concerns
for each cell source exist. For example, NSCs from adult
tissue have limited availability for clinical situations, while
ESCs often lack a clear NSC stage before clinical use, as well
as posing ethical challenges. The development of induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) could revolutionize the field of
regenerative medicine by addressing many of these issues
[8,9]. Although a recent study showed that iPSCs may still
evoke an immune response following syngenic transplants,
these cells are still likely to be superior to heterologous
transplantation [10]. This finding, along with their ready
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availability and the lack of requirement for embryonic tis-
sues, makes iPSCs an attractive source for cell-based thera-
pies. Initially, iPSC technology was criticized due to the
requirement for viral integration of transgenes into the cell
genome. There are now multiple strategies to generate iPSCs
without viral genomic integration with varying efficiency
[11–13]. Specifically, the piggyBac (PB) transposon method,
used to generate the iPSCs in this study, allows for the in-
duction of pluripotency using the standard reprogramming
factors (Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, and c-myc) delivered in a single
vector. Once the pluripotent state is stable, the transgene
cassette can be seamlessly excised [11,14]. Even though
nonmutagenic and nonviral methods have been developed
to generate iPSCs, concerns, such as epigenetic differences
[9], still exist regarding whether the reprogrammed cells are
equivalent to their ESC counterparts [15].

Simply transplanting pluripotent cells into an organism
has tremendous potential for teratoma formation, therefore
pluripotent cells will need to be directed to restricted neural
precursors before use in regenerative medicine. An effective
method to generate clonally derived neurospheres from
murine pluripotent cells is the default pathway of neur-
alization [16,17]. At low cell density, in the absence of ex-
ternal cues, pluripotent cells acquire a neural identity. A
small percentage of pluripotent cells cultured under serum-
free and low cell density conditions proliferate in the pres-
ence of leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) to form floating
sphere colonies of primitive NSCs (pNSCs) that express the
neuroepithelial markers, nestin and Sox1 [17]. Moreover, a
small proportion of cells derived from primitive neuro-
spheres can generate neurospheres made up of definitive
NSCs (dNSCs) when subcloned, independent of LIF, in the
presence of fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF2) [16,18,19].
The pNSCs from a pluripotent source have been shown to
be similar to NSCs derived from E5.5–7.5 embryos [20],
while dNSCs are akin to those isolated at E8.5 and after from
the embryo [18]. This pathway can be reinforced using
specific inhibition of bone morphogenetic proteins (BMP), a
member of the transforming growth factor-b family that
promotes a non-neural fate acquisition. Noggin, a BMP-
specific inhibitor, has been demonstrated to significantly
increase the number of primary neurospheres obtained from
ESCs when using the default pathway [16]. Also, the
NOTCH pathway plays a key role in neurodevelopment and
persists in the adult nervous system to regulate NSCs [21,22].
Disruptions in NOTCH have been associated with a reduc-
tion in NSC number [23,24], while its activation stimulates
NSC proliferation in vivo [25]. Delta-like ligand (DLL) and
Jagged are the principal ligands for the NOTCH receptor in
the NSC niche of the subventricular zone (SVZ), which reg-
ulate the proliferation and self-renewal of NSCs [26]. Cano-
nical NOTCH signaling involves a membrane ligand binding
with the NOTCH receptor. The NOTCH intracellular domain
(NICD) is cleaved by g-sereatase. NICD translocates to the
nucleus, coactivators are recruited, and target genes, such as
Hair and enhancers of split (Hes) genes, are transcribed [27].

Ineffective generation of dNSCs or retention of pNSC
characteristics could limit the use of iPSC technology in cell-
based therapy or in disease modeling. In this study, we
demonstrate that intrinsic differences exist between our
murine ESCs and PB-iPSC lines in their ability to generate
dNSCs. The overarching goal of this work is to exogenously

manipulate the signaling pathways to consistently generate
iPS-dNSCs that behave similarly to ES-dNSCs and adult
tissue-derived NSCs. We hypothesize that the activation of
the NOTCH pathway during the generation and mainte-
nance of iPS-dNSCs will significantly improve their neur-
alization, thereby increasing their clinical relevance and
translational potential.

Materials and Methods

ES/iPS expansion culture

R1 and G4 murine ES cells as well as C5, C5-4A, and B1-
1G murine iPS cells were used in all experiments. All cell
lines express the green fluorescent protein (GFP). Additional
information regarding the cell lines is supplied in Supple-
mentary Table S1 (Supplementary Data are available online
at www.liebertpub.com/scd).

The ES/iPS cells were cultured using a standard serum
and feeder layer conditions [28]. In brief, the ES/iPS cells
were plated on NUNC-coated dishes on a mitomycin C in-
activated mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) feeder layer in
media containing Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium, ESC
qualified fetal bovine serum (FBS), L-glutamine, penicillin/
streptomycin, nonessential amino acids, b-mercaptoethanol
+ LIF (1,000 U/mL; Millipore). For passage, the confluent
cells were incubated with 0.05% trypsin–ethylenediaminete-
tra acetic acid for disassociation and plated at a 1:5 ratio.

Generation of primitive and definitive neurospheres

The generation of primitive and definitive neurospheres
followed the protocol previously described [16,28]. ESC/
iPSCs were disassociated using TrypLE Select (Invitrogen)
and spun at 1,500 rpm for 5 min. Cells were resuspended in
ES/iPS media and plated on NUNC-coated dishes so that
MEFs were able to attach. The supernatant was collected and
spun down and rinsed twice with serum-free media (SFM)
[29]. For primary pNSC, ES/iPSCs were seeded in low-
attachment flasks at cell density of 10 cell/mL in SFM con-
taining LIF (1,000 U/mL). Primary primitive neurospheres
were present after 7 days, upon which single neurospheres
could be dissociated using TrypLE Select and in SFM media
+ LIF (Millipore), FGF2 (10 mg/100 mL; Sigma), and heparin
(2 mg/100 mL; Sigma) to yield secondary primitive neuro-
spheres. These cells were repassaged at 10 cells/mL in the
SFM + LIF, FGF2, and heparin to yield tertiary primitive
neurospheres and so on. To generate dNSCs following pNSC
passage 3, the cells were seeded at 10 cells/mL in SFM without
LIF, containing only FGF2 and heparin. B27 supplement
(Gibco) was added to increase cell survival. The dNSCs can be
continually passaged in the SFM + FGF, heparin, and B27.
The cell culture process is outlined in Supplementary Fig. S1.

Noggin treatment

During the initial transition from the pluripotent condi-
tions to the primary pNSC conditions, Noggin (250 ng/mL,
R&D system) was used in addition to the culture condi-
tions outlined above (Fig. 2). Noggin treatment groups in-
cluded single passage exposure solely during the initial
neuralization as well as continual exposure during the 3
pNSC passages. We compared these groups with the non-
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Noggin-treated pNSCs. Also, iPSCs that received pretreat-
ment with Noggin during the final day of iPSC expansion
conditions were examined for neurosphere generation dur-
ing initial induction of primary pNSCs.

NOTCH pathway induction and inhibition

DLL4 is an agonist of the Notch pathway. Recombinant
mouse DLL4 (R&D systems; 500 ng/mL) was added to the
definitive cell culture condition and maintained continuously
during dNSC expansion. N-[N-(3,5-Difluorophenacetyl)-L-
alanyl]-S-phenylglycine t-butyl ester (DAPT; Sigma; 1 mM) a
g-secretase inhibitor that blocks NOTCH cleavage was also
added to definitive cell culture condition as a NOTCH in-
hibition control.

Neurosphere assay

The pluripotent iPSCs were seeded at 10 cells/mL with
SFM + LIF in the center 24 wells of a 48-well plate. About
3,000 cells in 300 mL of media were plated in each well. Seven
days following induction of neuralization conditions, the
wells were analyzed for floating spheres. Counts were made
using an inverted microscope with a calibration grid. Defi-
nitive neurospheres were quantified in the same manner.

Real time-polymerase chain reaction

The mRNA was isolated from pNSCs and dNSCs using
the RNeasy Micro Kit (Qiagen). To evaluate the concentra-
tion and purity of mRNA, the samples were analyzed using
a Nanodrop. About 150–500 mg mRNA was used to synthe-
size cDNA using Superscript III with Oligo-DT (Invitrogen)
according to instructions. Real-time-polymerase chain reac-
tion (RT-PCR) was performed using TAQman designed
primers with FAST TAQman master mix under described
thermocycling (50�C–2 min, 95�C–20 s, 40 cycles of 95�C–1 s,
60�C–20 s) on a 7900HT Real-time PCR system. Samples (5 ng
of cDNA used per reaction well) were run in triplicate along
with a negative (no template) control. All values were nor-
malized to the endogenous control (GAPDH) that was con-
sistent among all samples. Results were compared to their
pluripotent cell sources grown in feeder-free conditions us-
ing Matrigel-coated plates with MEF-conditioned media.
Gene expression levels were compared using the 2 -DDCT

method [30]. TAQman sequences are proprietary and can
be found at www.appliedbiosystems.com (Supplementary
Table S2).

Cryopreservation of neurospheres

Neurospheres were collected 7 days following passage
and were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) followed
by cryopreservation in 30% sucrose solution. The neuro-
spheres were embedded in the OCT medium, frozen on dry
ice, and sectioned at 20 mm using a cryostat. The slides were
stored at - 80�C until analysis using immunocytochemistry.

Differentiation assay

Passage 4 dNSCs from iPSC sources were dissociated to a
single-cell suspension and plated in 8-well chamberslides
(BD Bioscience) coated with growth factor-reduced Matrigel
(BD Biosystems). The cells were plated at a density of 25 cell/

mL in SFM without growth factors and containing 1% FBS to
induce differentiation [3]. Following 1 week of differentiation
conditions, the cells were fixed with 4% PFA for immuno-
cytochemistry. For electrophysiological analysis, the iPS-
dNSC(+ DLL4) cells were plated in the same conditions as
above on glass coverslips coated with Matrigel.

Immunocytochemistry

Samples from both the differentiation assay and the cy-
ropreserved neurospheres were analyzed using standard
immunocytochemical procedures. In brief, the 4% PFA fixed
GFP expressing iPS-dNSCs were incubated with phosphate-
buffered saline containing 1% bovine serum albumin, 5%
normal goat serum, 5% nonfat milk powder, and 0.25%
Triton X-100 for 1 h to block nonspecific binding. The slides
were incubated overnight at 4�C with a primary antibody
(Supplementary Table S3) diluted in the same blocking so-
lution. The slides were incubated for 1 h with an appropriate
secondary antibody (Invitrogen). Last, slides were mounted
with the Vectashield mounting medium with 4¢,6-diamidino-
2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Vector Labs) for nuclear counter-
staining.

Differentiated cell counting

Three sets of differentiated dNSCs from distinct iPSC
sources were labeled for markers of differentiation. For each
immunocytochemistry experiment, 8 separate wells per pri-
mary antibody were stained and 4 random nonoverlapping
images were taken using a confocal microscope, within each
stained well. DAPI was used as a nuclear counterstain to
evaluate total cell numbers. The proportion of undefined cells
was calculated by subtracting the percentage of cells positive
for Nestin, Olig2, GFAP, and bIII tubulin from the total cell
count. The cell counting was performed from confocal images
using ImageJ cell counting software (ImageJ, U.S. National
Institutes of Health, http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/, 1997–2007).

Electrophysiology

Nystatin perforated patch recordings were made using an
Axon multiclamp 700B and signals were filtered with a low-
pass 5-kHz filter, digitized (Digidata 1300 series) at a 32-kHz
rate, and stored and analyzed on a computer using Clampfit
9 software (Molecular Devices). At the beginning of all ex-
periments *90% of the series resistance was compensated,
and junction potentials were cancelled. In voltage-clamp
experiments, cells were held at - 60 mV and step depolarized
to the indicated test potential (between - 100 and + 80 mV in
10 mV increments) for 100 ms at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. Patch
pipettes were made from borosilicate glass (World Precision
Instruments) using a vertical puller (PP 83; Narishige), with a
resistance of 6–10 MO. The pipette solution contained (mM):
K gluconate, 110; KCl, 25; NaCl, 5; CaCl2, 2; HEPES, 10; at
pH 7.2, and nystatin (300–450 mg/mL). The bath solution
contained: NaHCO3, 24; NaCl, 111; KCl, 5; CaCl2, 2; MgCl2,
2; glucose, 10; and was bubbled with 5% CO2/95% O2. Bath
temperature was maintained at 37�C. To facilitate later
identification of recorded cells in cell cultures, the pipette
solution also contained 5% (w/v) aqueous solution of Lucifer
Yellow (Sigma). In cell cultures, after visual identification,
a glial cell was approached with a patch pipette using
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a Burleigh PCS 5000 series micromanipulator. The pipette
was pressurized (10 mmHg) to help prevent contamination
of the tip. After approaching the cell membrane surface, the
pressure was released and a gigaseal was formed. After
electrophysiological recordings, the cell type was confirmed
using immunocytochemistry as described above.

Statistical analysis

A Student’s unpaired t-test or one-way analysis of vari-
ance was done with the Bonferroni correction applied for
pairwise comparisons of subgroups. Results were considered
to be statistically significant if P < 0.05. Statistical analysis
was performed using Microsoft Excel.

Results

ESCs and iPSCs respond differently
to neuralization conditions

ESC and iPSC populations were expanded using tradi-
tional ES culture conditions and directed through the default
pathway using serum-free conditions to primitive (LIF-
dependent) and definitive (FGF-dependent) NSCs. Phase-
contrast microscopy during each stage of neuralization
elucidated the qualitative differences between the ESC and
iPSC sources for NSCs. There were no qualitative differences
between the ESCs and iPSCs during pluripotent expansion
culture (Fig. 1A, left) or during the generation of pNSCs

FIG. 1. ESCs and iPSCs
have variable neural propen-
sity using the default
pathway conditions. (A)
Phase-contrast microscopy
images of ESCs (upper, left)
and iPSCs (lower, left) on a
feeder layer, LIF-dependent
primitive neurospheres (pNS;
center), FGF-dependent de-
finitive neurospheres (dNS;
right). The ES-derived dNS
(upper, right) show a free-
floating phenotype, while the
iPS-derived dNS (lower, right)
show a considerable amount
of adhesion and differentia-
tion. (B–D) iPS-dNSCs show
an increase in neural gene
transcription. However, iPS-
dNSCs retained pluripotency
and endodermal gene expres-
sion compared to ES-dNSC
controls. (B) Neural-specific
markers are significantly in-
creased in the ESC- and
iPSC-derived dNSCs. (C) Plur-
ipotency genes are altered as
iPSCs follow the default
pathway, however, to a lesser
extent than the ESCs. (D)
Endodermal lineage gene
markers remain present in the
iPS-dNSCs. ND denotes not
detected; mean – SEM; n = 3;
scale represents 75mm (R1
and G4 ES lines. C5, C5-4A,
and B1-1G iPSC lines). ESCs,
embryonic stem cells; iPSCs,
induced pluripotent stem
cells; LIF, leukemia inhibi-
tory factor; FGF, fibroblast
growth factor; NSCs, neural
stem cells; dNSCs, definitive
NSCs; ES, embryonic stem;
ESC, embryonic stem cells;
SEM, standard error of the
mean.
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(Fig. 1A, center). However, upon transition from the pri-
mitive to dNSC condition, the dNSCs from the iPS cell
population showed adhesion and differentiation during
neurosphere generation condition, where ESC-dNSC formed
floating spheres (Fig. 1A, right).

To quantify the difference in the neuralization effec-
tiveness and efficiency of the ESC- and iPSC-derived
NSCs, a number of key neural stem/progenitor cell-
specific (Nestin, Olig2, Map2, and GFAP), pluripotency
(Oct3/4, Lin28, and Nanog) and nonectodermal (Gata4,
Gata6, and Afp) markers were examined using RT-PCR.
Also, 2 ESC and 3 iPSC lines were used to ensure that the
differences were not cell line-specific variations. The gene
marker profile of pNSCs was similar across both ESCs and
iPSCs with some variability within the first logimetric unit
(Fig. 1B–D). The neural markers examined displayed
similar profiles in the dNSCs from ESC and iPSC sources
(Fig. 1B). The ES-dNSCs showed an exponentially greater
decrease in pluripotency gene mRNA compared to the iPS-
dNSCs (Fig. 1C). Finally, there was an increase in endo-
derm lineage-specific gene markers in the iPS-dNSCs,
where the same markers were deceased or at such low
levels that they could not be detected by the assay in the
ES-dNSCs (Fig. 1D).

BMP antagonism increases neurosphere generation

The default pathway of neuralization relies on the absence
of cues directing pluripotent cells to non-neural lineages.
BMPs play a key role in directing cells to endoderm lineage.
Noggin, a potent BMP antagonist, was added to cell culture
conditions. There was a significant increase in the number of
primary neurospheres generated from C5-4A iPSCs with
Noggin in the media (Fig. 2A; P < 0.001). Also, pretreatment

of pluripotent cells with Noggin in the expansion media
did not affect primary neurosphere generation. Even with
Noggin pretreatment, there was increased neurosphere
generation with Noggin (Fig. 2A; P < 0.001). RT-PCR was
used to evaluate the neural (Fig. 2B), pluripotency (Fig. 2C),
and endodermal (Fig. 2D) gene profile of third passage iPS-
pNSCs that received continuous Noggin, an initial single
Noggin, or no Noggin treatment. Noggin treatment had no
effect on the mRNA profile of the iPS-pNSCs. Furthermore,
there was no change in the mRNA profile of the subsequent
iPS-dNSCs generated from the Noggin-treated cells (data not
shown). These data suggest that the variability in neur-
alization of the iPSCs is unlikely to be a function of the initial
neuralization cues of the default pathway.

NOTCH pathway agonism improves the
neuralization of the iPSC-derived dNSCs

The NOTCH pathway was induced during the transition
from primitive to definitive conditions by the addition of
recombinant mouse DLL4 to the definitive media and
maintaining it during dNSC passage. The effect of NOTCH
signaling on the number of definitive neurospheres gener-
ated was evaluated (Fig. 3A). The addition of DLL4 to the
definitive media resulted in a significant increase in defini-
tive neurospheres compared to definitive media alone by the
third passage. There was a significant decrease in neuro-
sphere number when NOTCH signaling was inhibited using
DAPT. The DAPT-treated cells failed to yield neurospheres
by the third passage. iPS-dNSCs( + DLL4) showed enhanced
definitive neurosphere generation and reduced adherence
compared to nontreated cells demonstrated using phase-
contrast microscopy of passage 4 definitive neurospheres
(Fig. 3B). The iPS-dNSCs showed considerable evidence of

FIG. 2. Noggin increases
primary iPSC-derived neuro-
sphere generation. (A) The
number of primary primitive
neurospheres generated fol-
lowing 7 days of culture in
SFM + LIF with and without
Noggin was evaluated from
iPSCs grown on MEFs with
and without Noggin pretreat-
ment. The presence of Noggin
in the SFM + LIF evoked a
significant increase in neuro-
sphere number regardless of
Noggin pretreatment. Selected
neural (B), pluripotency (C),
and endodermal (D) gene
markers were examined in the
passage 3 pNSCs cultured
without Noggin (No Noggin),
with a single passage with
Noggin (1 · Noggin), or with
continuous Noggin treatment
(3 · Noggin). No significant
differences were detected. C5-
4A iPSC line. ND denotes not
detected; mean – SEM; n = 3,
*P < 0.05. SFM, serum-free
media; pNSC, primitive NSC.
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adhesion and differentiation morphology, while the iPS-
dNSCs( + DLL4) maintained a free-floating sphere pheno-
type. The frequency and appearance of iPS-dNSC( + DLL4)
was similar to that observed with ES-dNSC or adult neural
precursor cell colonies (Data not shown). The effect of DLL4

was evaluated by quantifying the gene expression of the
NOTCH receptor, Notch1, as well as its downstream targets,
Hes1 and Hes3. Notch1 gene transcription increased over the 4
passages in definitive media with DLL4 compared to cells
passaged in parallel without DLL4 (Fig. 3C, E; P = 0.002). The

FIG. 3. The addition of DLL4 significantly increased NOTCH pathway genes in iPS-dNSCs. (A) The number of neurospheres per
1,000 cells in definitive media conditions alone, with DLL4 or with DAPT was evaluated. The addition of the NOTCH pathway
inhibitor DAPT resulted in significantly fewer neurospheres and failure to form spheres beyond the second passage. Significantly
more definitive neurospheres were formed in the presence of DLL4. (B) Phase-contrast microscopy images of passage 4 iPS-
derived definitive neurospheres (left) and iPS-derived definitive neurospheres with DLL4 (right). The iPS-derived definitive
neurospheres show a considerable amount of adhesion and differentiation compared to iPS-derived definitive neurospheres
cultured with DLL4. [(C, E) left] Notch1 gene expression is significantly increased in iPS-dNSCs by the fourth passage in definitive
conditions with DLL4 in the media compared to the definitive media alone. [(D, E) right] HES3, a downstream mediator of
NOTCH, increases in iPS-dNSCs with a single passage in definitive media regardless of DLL4 treatment, however, without
exogenous DLL4 treatment, HES3 expression returns to baseline levels by passage 4. (F) Immunolabeling for receptor Notch1 on
cryopreserved definitive neurospheres with and without DLL4 agonism. C5-4A iPSC line. mean – SEM; n = 4–5, *P < 0.05 scale bar
represents 75mm. DLL4, Delta-like ligand 4; DAPT, N-[N-(3,5-Difluorophenacetyl)-L-alanyl]-S-phenylglycine t-butyl ester.
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downstream effector of the NOTCH receptor activation, Hes3,
also showed an increase in mRNA transcription during the
definitive media passages (Fig. 3D, E; P < 0.001). Hes3 ex-
pression increased expression in the definitive conditions in
both DLL4 and nontreated cultures during the first passage.
However, Hes3 expression was maintained in the iPS-
dNSC( + DLL4), while the nontreated cells lost Hes3 expres-
sion during the 4 passages (Fig. 3D, E). The loss of Hes3
expression correlated with the decreased quantity of neuro-
spheres per passage and eventual inability to passage cells.
Hes1 gene expression was not altered by DLL4 (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S2). The increase in Notch1 in dNSC( + DLL4) was
supported with data from immunocytochemistry for Notch1
receptor on cyropreserved, sectioned neurospheres (Fig. 3F).
Both NOTCH1 and HES3 are upregulated in ESC-derived
dNSCs (Supplementary Fig. S3). These results support the
hypothesis that insufficient NOTCH signaling may be
involved in the variable neuralization of the iPSCs.

Furthermore, a panel of key neural, pluripotency, and
nonectoderm genes were examined in 2 distinct factor-removed
iPSC lines (C5-4A, B1-1G) at the first and fourth definitive
passage, – DLL4 treatment. The initial passage in definitive
media resulted in an mRNA profile that was intermediate be-
tween primitive and definitive characteristics. Furthermore, the
addition of DLL4 did not affect this profile (Supplementary Fig.
S4). For fourth passage dNSCs, the neural marker panel
showed significant increases in the neural specific markers,
Nestin (C5-4A, P = 0.021; B1-1G, P = 0.006), Olig2 (C5-4A,
P = 0.020; B1-1G, P = 0.046), and Mash1 (C5-4A, P = 0.028; B1-1G,
P = 0.045) with DLL4 treatment compared to controls (Fig. 4A).
The pluripotency panel showed significant decreases in Oct4
(C5-4A, P = 0.014; B1-1G, P = 0.018), Lin28 (C5-4A, P = 0.018; B1-
1G, P = 0.005), and Nanog (C5-4A, P = 0.041; B1-1G, P = 0.009)
with DLL4 treatment compared to controls, while Sox2, a
pluripotency marker maintained in NSCs, exhibited similar
expression levels (Fig. 4B). Last, the nonectoderm gene panel

FIG. 4. iPS-dNSCs cultured
in definitive media conditions
with DLL4 exhibit a more
neural-specific gene expres-
sion profile compared to iPS-
dNSCs cultured in definitive
media alone. Selected neural
(A), pluripotency (B), and
nonectoderm (C) gene mark-
ers were examined in the
iPS-dNSCs (C5-4A; left and
B1-1G; right) cultured with
and without DLL4. The addi-
tion of DLL4 significantly re-
duced residual pluripotency
and endodermal markers,
while maintaining the neural
character of the cells. Cyro-
preserved passage 4 definitive
neurospheres for C5-4A cell
line cultured in definitive
media without DLL4 (upper
panels) or with continuous
DLL4 treatment (lower panels)
were sectioned and stained
for NSC markers [(A) nestin,
(B) Olig2], a pluripotency
marker [(C) Oct4], and a pan-
endoderm [(D) Afp] (C5-4A
iPSC line). ND denotes not
detected; mean – SEM; n = 4–5,
*P < 0.05 compared to iPS-
dNSC grown without DLL4;
scale bar represents 100mm.
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showed an increase in the endoderm gene markers, Gata6 and
Afp, in the non-DLL4-treated cells, while addition of DLL4 to
culture condition resulted in a significant decrease in Gata6
expression (C5-4A, P < 0.001; B1-1G, P = 0.036) and no detect-
able Afp mRNA (C5-4A, P = 0.005; B1-1G, P < 0.001; Fig. 4C).
The mesoderm gene marker, Brachyury(T), was not detected in
either cell group (Fig. 4C). Cyropreserved neurospheres from
fourth passage iPS-dNSCs (C5-4A iPSC line) were examined
using immunocytochemistry to support key findings from RT-
PCR experiments. Immune labeling for Nestin, Olig2, Oct4, and
Afp in the NOTCH-agonized cell group reinforced the finding
of improved neuralization with the iPS-dNSC( + DLL4) treat-
ment (Fig. 4D).

DLL4-treated iPS-dNSCs differentiate toward neural
cells more efficiently than nontreated cells

Fourth passage iPS-dNSC neurospheres were dissociated to
single-cell suspension and plated on chamberslides coated

with Matrigel at a density of 25 cells/mL in media without
growth factors and containing 1% FBS to induce differentia-
tion. Cells were examined 1 week following exposure to dif-
ferentiation conditions. Representative immunofluorescence
images of neural differentiation markers (GFAP, astrocytes;
Olig2, pan-oligopercursor/oligodentrocyte; PDGFra, oligo-
dendrocytes; bIII tubulin, neurons; Nestin, neural precursor
cells) are shown in Fig. 5A. The greatest difference observed
was in the GFAP and Nestin labeling, where extensive GFAP +
and limited Nestin + cells were seen in iPS-dNSCs( + DLL4)
compared to iPS-dNSCs, which yielded mostly Nestin + cells.
The number of immunofluorescent-positive cells was counted
in nonoverlapping microscope fields for each of the neural
makers. The majority of iPS-dNSCs( + DLL4) differentiated to
neural cells (58.66% – 4.81%, GFAP; 10.90% – 3.01%, Olig2;
5.00% – 2.16%, PDFGra; 8.11% – 4.94%, bIII; 12.66% – 6.02%
Nestin), while 13% remained undefined by these markers. The
iPS-dNSCs that were not exposed to DLL4 did have a subset
which differentiated to neural cells (9.03% – 2.12% GFAP;

FIG. 5. In vitro differentia-
tion pattern of iPS-dNSCs( +
DLL4) 1 week following plat-
ing with 1% fetal bovine
serum shows greater neural
differentiation compared to
iPS-dNSCs( - DLL4). (A) Im-
munofluorescence images of
neural markers (GFAP; astro-
cytes. Olig2; oligodendrocytes
and precursors. PDGFra; im-
mature oligodendrocytes.
bIII-tublin; neurons. Nestin;
NSCs). (B) Cell counting for
immunofluorescent-positive
cell shows the differentiation
pattern for iPS-dNSCs cul-
tured – DLL4. iPS-dNSC( +
DLL4) yielded predominantly
terminally differentiated neu-
ral cells, specifically astro-
cytes, while the majority of
iPS-dNSC differentiated cells
remained Nestin-positive or
were undefined (C5-4A iPSC
line) mean – SEM; *P < 0.05
scale bar represents 50mm.
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9.74% – 1.22% Olig2; 1.93% – 1.39% PDFGra; 11.90% – 3.51%
bIII; 32.84% – 4.11% Nestin); however, the majority of cells
were undefined by the neural markers, with Nestin + cells as
the next most abundant type. There were significantly more
GFAP + cells (P = 0.001) and significantly fewer Nestin + cells
(P = 0.023) from iPS-dNSCs( + DLL4) (Fig. 5B). These results
suggest that NOTCH agonism improved the generation of iPS-
dNSCs, which is reflected in their ability to form terminally
differentiated neural cells.

DLL4-treated iPS-dNSCs differentiate
into functional neural cells

While immunocytochemistry can be used to determine
protein expression, it cannot determine whether these
channels are functional. Thus, using electrophysiology in
conjunction with immunocytochemistry and molecular bi-
ology, we compared whether the cells generated behave in a
manner similar to endogenous neural cells. The membrane
properties of the differentiated iPS-dNSCs( + DLL4) were
studied using the perforated configuration of whole cell
patch-clamp electrophysiology. Initial selection of various
cell types was based on cell-specific morphology under
phase-contrast microscopy. After recordings, the cell mem-
brane was ruptured and intracellular milieu was backfilled
with Lucifer yellow for cell identification using immunocy-
tochemistry. A total of 39 cells were recorded. These in-
cluded both neuronal and glial cells at various stages of
differentiation.

Neurons were identified by their large soma and various
neurite outgrowths. After the initial patch was generated,
these cells had a resting membrane potential of 55.3 – 4.4 mV
and capacitance of 26.3 – 4.2 pF. Input resistance was calcu-
lated by generating 30 mV pulses from - 70 mV and was
determined to be 128.6 – 55.2 MO. Initial voltage-clamp re-
cordings indicated an inward current that initiated at
- 35.2 – 5.9 mV and terminated at - 15.6 – 4.7 mV (Fig. 6A).
During current-clamp recording conditions, these cells spon-
taneously generated fast action potentials that were sensitive
to the voltage-gated Na + channel blocker tetrodotoxin
(0.5 mM; Fig. 6B). The frequency of spontaneous action po-
tentials was 1.3 – 0.8 Hz. After recording, the identity of these
cells was confirmed using immunocytochemistry, probing
for the neuron-specific marker bIII-tubulin (Fig. 6C).

In contrast to the spontaneously active neurons, glial cells
exhibited a uniquely different electrophysiological profile.
The membrane resting potentials of oligodendroglial pre-
cursor cells (OPCs) and mature oligodendrocytes were
- 58.6 – 7.1 mV and - 55.4 – 5.9 mV, respectively; there was
no significant difference between the cell types. In astrocytes,
the resting membrane potential was - 56.7 – 4.4 mV. Cell
capacitance was not significantly different between the cell
types (Fig. 6G). Cells that were later established to be OPCs
generally had a higher input resistance of 924 – 69.8 MO,
while mature oligodendrocytes were significantly lower, at
130.9 – 72.3 MO. Astrocytes were also observed to have
generally low input resistance 45.1 – 8.6 MO. Outward cur-
rents in both OPCs and mature oligodendrocytes were ob-
served to be voltage-dependent (Fig. 6D, E) with a higher
inward-rectifying component in OPCs. In contrast, astrocytes
did not exhibit any voltage-dependent currents (Fig. 6G). No
spontaneous activity was observed in any of the glial cell

types studied. After electrophysiological recordings, the cell
type was confirmed using immunocytochemistry.

Discussion

Variability in neuralization propensity among NSCs
from pluripotent sources

The effectiveness of the default pathway to generate
dNSCs from ESCs has been characterized by our laboratory
and others [16,17,28]. However, we have shown that when
using the default pathway of neuralization to generate
clonally derived, LIF-dependent colonies of pNSCs followed
by LIF-independent dNSCs from iPSCs to neural restricted
stem cells, variable results are obtained compared to ES-
dNSCs. Differences in the neural propensity of murine and
human pluripotent cells have previously been shown from
NSCs that used embryoid body (EB) formation [31–33].
Differentiation protocols to generate NSCs from pluripotent
cells that use EB formation contain an inherent risk of
non-neural cells persisting in later passages. For example,
oligodendrocyte progenitors derived from ESCs in media
containing retinoic acid, noggin, FGF2, and platelet derived
growth factor can lead to teratoma formation, likely a result
of nonspecific differentiation associated with EB formation
[34]. To address this potential source of nonspecific differ-
entiation, we generated NSCs directly from pluripotent cells
using the default pathway, circumventing EB formation
[16,17,28]. Furthermore, we passaged single primary primi-
tive neurospheres to secondary primitive neurospheres as
well as for all passages using a low cell density (10 cell/mL).
Last, all ESC and iPSC lines were cultured in parallel
to avoid variation in the cell culture technique affecting
the results. Even though these precautions were taken, the
dNSCs generated from iPSC sources were observed to
have retained pluripotent markers as well as to express
nonectoderm lineages markers (Fig. 1).

There is evidence that extensive variability exists between
ESC lines. The spontaneous, as well as directed, differentia-
tion of a number of ESC lines showed significant variation in
lineage propensity [35]. These differences were maintained
even in late passage cell lines. It was postulated that this
could be the result of genetic and epigenetic differences from
an outbred population. The variable neural propensity we
observed may be due to, or exacerbated by, such key dif-
ferences in ESC and iPSC lines [9,36]. Given the relative ease
and variability in the iPSC generation, which results in vast
numbers of iPSC lines being created, effective and efficient
methods, such as NOTCH agonism during neural induction,
to generate restricted NSCs regardless of intrinsic differences
is clearly required.

The most comprehensive evaluation of neuralization and
safety of NSCs from iPSC sources examined 36 mouse iPSC
lines generated using 11 different iPSC methodologies [32].
Teratoma formation assays were performed in immune-
deficient mice that received transplantation of secondary
NSCs, generated through EB formation, into the brain. These
researchers observed a number of iPSC lines that were highly
tumorigenic, even in instances, where c-myc was not trans-
duced and no reprogramming transgene reactivation was
observed. The safety of cell lines is correlated to retention of
the pluripotency marker, Nanog [32]. Given this correlation
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FIG. 6. Electrophysiological profile of differentiated cells derived from iPSCs. Using the nystatin configuration of the patch-
clamp electrophysiology method, both inward and outward currents were recorded in differentiated cells. In some cells, a
distinct inward current starting at - 30 mV and terminating around - 10 mV (A) was observed. Inset depicts a typical current
profile of voltage steps from - 100 mV to + 80 mV. During current-clamp studies, neuronal-like cells were observed to have
reversible depolarizing transients that were sensitive to bath application of the voltage sensitive Na + channel blocker
tetrodotoxin (TTX 0.5 mM) (B). After electrophysiological experiments, the cells were backfilled with Lucifer yellow [(C)
green) and cells were found to be immunopositive for the neuronal marker b-3 tubulin (red). In contrast, glial cells did not
exhibit any inward current profile, although they did show current/voltage relationships typical for oligodendroglial pre-
cursor cells [OPC; (D)], mature oligodendrocytes (E), and astrocytes (F). After electrophysiological recordings, cells were
backfilled with Lucifer yellow (LY; green). Cells were identified as being OPCs when stained positive for PDGFa-R [(D); red),
as mature oligodendrocytes when positive for myelin basic protein [(E); MBP; red], or astrocytes when positive for GFAP [(E);
red]. Table (G) summarizes the electrophysiological profile of the above cells indicating resting membrane potential (Em in
mV), input resistance (MO), membrane capacitance (pF), and number of cells recorded (N).
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between retention of pluripotency marker and teratoma
formation, our data showing that iPS-dNSCs( + DLL4) have a
greater decrease in pluripotency gene markers compared to
the iPS-dNSCs( - DLL4) (Fig. 4) suggest that NOTCH agon-
ism could increase the safety and clinical translation poten-
tial of these cells for in vivo use. However, in terms of clinical
translation, screening for safety is of the utmost importance
and will require in vivo validation of these cells.

Extensive screening for safety of multiple iPSC lines is
time-consuming and may not always be possible in situa-
tions, where only limited cells lines are generated. Further-
more, the iPSCs used in this study have been validated using
chimera formation and tetrapoid embryo complementation
[11], but variation in the dNSCs produced persists, indicating
that screening will be required for every differentiated
product of the iPSC line rather than simply at the pluripotent
level. This reiterates the value of creating culture conditions
that can consistently and reliably produce dNSCs from dif-
ferent iPSC lines.

The effect of Noggin on primary neurosphere
generation

Initially, we hypothesized that neuralization could be
improved by the addition of Noggin. Noggin binds extra-
cellularly to the neural inhibitor BMP, specifically BMP4 [37].
Noggin has been shown to reinforce the neuralization of
murine ESCs by increasing the number of neurospheres
generated [16,17]. However, its effect on the character or
quality of neurospheres has not been determined. When
Noggin was added to SFM with LIF, there was a significant
increase in neurospheres generated (Fig. 2B). Also, since
Noggin did not affect neurosphere generation when added to
ESC/iPSC expansion, we can conclude that there is no prese-
lection of neural precursors before default conditions. There
was no change in the mRNA profile with a variety of durations
of Noggin treatment, indicating that iPSCs effectively generate
pNSCs with a standard serum-free condition and that Noggin
treatment only increases the cell number. Also, the lack of effect
of Noggin treatment on the subsequent dNSCs corresponds
with the reports that have shown that NSCs isolated from the
SVZ do not respond to BMP antagonists [38]. In contrast, this
study has shown that Noggin does influence the expansion of
neural precursor cells from the hippocampus. However, the
neural precursor cells isolated from the hippocampus are dis-
tinct from the NSCs isolated from the SVZ or generated via the
default pathways, since the hippocampal cells cannot self-re-
new or form neurospheres [39]. These data, combined the
passage of single primary primitive neurospheres to secondary
primitive neurospheres, suggest that the ineffective neuraliza-
tion of the iPSCs is not due to retention of pluripotent cells from
expansion conditions, but is likely to be due to poor transition
from pNSCs to dNSCs.

The effect of NOTCH pathway agonism
on dNSC generation

NOTCH signaling is a key regulator of neural develop-
ment and has been shown to be involved in the self-renewal
and proliferation of NSCs. The NOTCH pathway compo-
nents are expressed throughout the brain, including the NSC
niche of the SVZ. We selected to activate this critical pathway

using a recombinant DLL4 protein, since the DLL family is
the primary NOTCH ligand that interacts with NSCs [27]
and DLL4 is the most avid of all NOTCH ligands, including
both DLLs and Jaggeds [40]. Although in physiological
conditions DLL4 would be membrane-bound, when inter-
acting with the NOTCH receptor on the NSCs, the recom-
binant protein has been shown to agonize the receptor and
induce cleavage of the NICD by g-secratese and to propagate
the signal [25]. We demonstrated that recombinant mouse
DLL4 promotes the maintained expression of Hes3 in NSCs
(Fig. 3) in agreement with studies that show NOTCH re-
ceptor activation induced HES3 [25]. HES3 is highly ex-
pressed in the SVZ stem niche, upstream of the sonic
hedgehog pathway, and is required for the survival of NSCs
in vivo [25]. In contrast, we showed Hes1 to be unresponsive
to DLL4 treatment (Supplementary Fig. S2). HES1 expression
has been shown to persist even with NOTCH pathway in-
terruption [24]. The may be due to the role of Hes1 in the early
neuroepidermal stage before NOTCH and Delta expression
[41]. Hes5 is also a key effector of the NOTCH pathway in
NSC maturation; however, we did not examine it in this
study. The importance of HES3 is further emphasized when
Hes1:Hes5 double and Hes1:Hes3:Hes5 triple knockouts are
compared. In Hes1:Hes3:Hes5 triple knockout, neuroepithelial
cells prematurely differentiated to neurons as early as E8.5,
while Hes1:Hes5 neuroepithelial cells and radial glia are
maintained suggesting the compensatory role of HES3 in
NSCs [42]. Many of the studies examining the role of NOTCH
in neurogenesis use transgenes to express NICD or knockouts
to ablate NOTCH signaling. The use of a recombinant protein,
DLL4, to induce the NOTCH pathway allows us to retain a
virus and mutagenesis-free system when generating dNSCs,
thus not limiting their clinical application.

In addition to the NOTCH pathway, SHH and Wnt sig-
naling are known to influence the development of NSCs and
their maintenance by independent and interrelated mecha-
nisms. SHH and Wnt signaling plays a critical role during
embryonic development and modulation of these pathways
affect NSC growth and regulation. These pathways have
diverse functions and play key roles throughout neurogen-
esis. There is considerable overlap and cross talk between
these pathways and NOTCH signaling. SHH expression can
be upregulated in a time-dependent manner by the addition
of NOTCH ligand Jagged1 in cultured NSCs [25]. WNT in-
hibition during neuralization acts similarly to Noggin in that
the inhibition results in greater neural differentiation [43,44].
Also, WNT signaling is maintained throughout neurogenesis
and could be involved in the primitive to dNSC states via
modulation of FGF- dependent pathways [45]. The mecha-
nism by which WNT modulates the NSC population may be
through effects on HES gene expression [46]. We focused on
the NOTCH pathway because of its specific role in the tran-
sition from pNSC to dNSC. Primitive neurospheres (LIF-
dependent) from both ESCs and primary culture and from
E7.5 embryos generated from NOTCH-deficient sources
propagated in similar quantities to wild-type controls.[19,24]
Also, the insertion of a retrovirus with active Notch1 to ESCs
did not affect LIF-dependent expansion of ESC-derived
neurospheres [19]. However, in maintenance of the LIF-
independent NSC population, from ESC, tertiary passage
E7.5 NSC or primary culture of E8.0 NSCs, NOTCH signaling
was shown to be essential [19,24]. Increased differentiation of
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the NSCs was observed compared to NSCs that received ac-
tive NOTCH1 retrovirus [24]. These studies suggest a mech-
anism of action, whereby NOTCH signaling promotes the
transition from the primitive to the definitive state, while in-
hibiting the differentiation of the dNSCs, thereby creating an
homogeneous cell population. These data support our finding
that the loss of effective NOTCH signaling results in inefficient
generation of dNSCs from iPSC sources and that exogenous
NOTCH agonism improves the definitive state of the NSCs.

The differentiation potential of NOTCH-
agonized dNSCs

The in vitro differentiation profile of the iPS-dNSCs with
NOTCH agonism yielded primarily nestin-positive or un-
defined cells, while iPS-dNSCs grown in the presence of
DLL4 differentiated mostly to glial cells, overwhelmingly
astrocytes (Fig. 6). These cells displayed electrophysiological
signatures similar to the respective endogenous cells [47].
The observed differentiation profile of the iPS-dNSCs( +
DLL4) closely resembled the pattern observed previously
and published by our laboratory for both ES-dNSCs as well
as adult tissue-derived NSCs [28,48]. Furthermore, the iPS-
dNSC( - DLL4) differentiation profile is more reflective of
ES-pNSCs [28], reinforcing our hypothesis that induction of
the NOTCH pathway enhances the generation and mainte-
nance of dNSCs from a primitive population.

The tendency of the iPS-dNSCs( + DLL4) to differentiate
mostly into astrocytes may appear problematic considering
neurons or oligodendrocytes are often the desired cell fates
for proposed therapies. Also, astrocytic differentiation may
be detrimental in vivo following central nervous system
(CNS) insult, since their contribution to the glial scar can be
associated with negative outcomes such the inhibition of
endogenous regeneration [49] and increased neuropathic
pain [50]. Although the differentiation of these cells yielded
mostly astrocytes in vitro, this may not accurately reflect the
cell fate in vivo. The instructive niche of the dysmyelinated
CNS of Shiverer mice promotes adult tissue-derived NSCs
and ES-dNSCs to yield primarily myelinating oligodendro-
cytes even though their in vitro profile suggested astrocytic
differentiation [28,48,51]. For example, through factors, such
as GRO-1 or neuregulin, NG2-positive oligodendrocytes may
be creating an environment that preferentially direct dNSCs
to an oligodendrocytic lineage [52,53]. However, induction of
the NOTCH pathway has been implicated in promoting an
astrocytic differentiation [54]. This reiterates the requirement
to examine the fate of the iPS-dNSCs( + DLL4) in vivo.

Conclusions

For the promise of iPSCs to be realized in the field of
regenerative medicine, methods to consistently and effec-
tively generate neural cells from any iPSC line regardless of
intrinsic differences in neural propensity are required. Using
the recombinant protein DLL4 to induce the NOTCH sig-
naling pathway, we were able to improve the neuralization
of PB transposon reprogrammed cells.
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